100 days to go – still time for your team to join
Suomi-Eesti 100+ Challenge
Suomi-Eesti 100+ Challenge on June 10th will gather football, futsal and beach soccer teams from Finland
and Estonia to face each other in more than 100 games during one day. On March 2nd, with exactly 100
days to go, more than 150 teams have already registered for the event.
The registered teams will be paired by the organizers forming a number of games between Finnish and
Estonian counterparts to be played either in Finland or Estonia. The first games have already been settled,
but there is still time for your team to join the event. The registration will be open until March 31st at
http://100games.eu, where you can also find all the teams who have registered for the event.
Four well-known football characters – two men and two women - will serve as official ambassadors of the
event. Former internationals Jari Litmanen (137 full caps) and Mart Poom (120 full caps) hardly need any
introduction to Finnish or Estonian football fans and the same applies to former Finnish international Katri
Mattsson (100 full caps) and current Estonian international Signy Aarna (64 full caps in the beginning of
March 2017).
On the very same day a special Respect match will also be played, in which Finnish and Estonian player
legends will meet each other. This Respect match is naturally also a part of the Suomi-Eesti 100+
Challenge.

All games played on June 10th will matter as the event is not only about playing a team from neighboring
country or the result of a single game, the total score of all games will also be counted to determine the
winner. But winning is not everything, being a part of a great football event which celebrates the 100 years
of independence of both countries will undoubtedly remain as a fond memory for everyone – whatever the
results on the pitches may be.

